
LINEAR DIFFERENCE OPERATORS ON
PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

OTTO PLAAT

Let p > 0 and B the Banach space of continuous functions/: i?1—>Rl

of period p, with ||/|| =max{|/(x)| ; O^x^}. Let aEB, a(x)>0 for

all x, and let t be a real number. Define the bounded linear operator

L-.B-^B by Lf(x) =f(x-\-t) —a(x)f(x). We shall obtain results concern-

ing the solutions in B of the equation Lf = g. We say that i is regular

if it is one-to-one and onto B, and that it is singular otherwise. The

limit limn,M(l/«) St-a/T* + kt), where fEB, will be denoted by

atf(x). If t/p is irrational, the existence of the limit follows from the

fact that for every x the sequence xk = x-r-kt (mod p) is uniformly

distributed in [0, p], so that atf(x) = (l/p)f0'f(x)dx. If t/p is ra-
tional, say qt = rp, with q and r integers and g>0, then <T(f(x)

= (1/ff) EJ-o/(* + *0-  Note that <xtf(x) =<r_,/(x) =<rtf(x+t).
The case a(x) = 1, i.e., the equation

(1) f(x + t)-f(x) = g(x),

was first studied by Euler, whose method was essentially a formal use

of Fourier series. The number-theoretic problems which arise via

Fourier analysis have been discussed by Wintner [l], who also fur-

nishes an exposition of Euler's work.

The basic result concerning (1) is the following ([2], [3]):

Theorem 1. Let gEB. There exists fEB satisfying (1) if and only if
2*=o g(x-\-kt) is bounded (in x and n).

The application of this result to the general case rests on a trivial

reformulation:

Theorem 2. There exists a positive b in B satisfying a(x)

= b(x+t)/b(x) if and only if XXo '°£ a(x + kt) is bounded.

An explicit formula for the solutions of (1) will also find an applica-

tion.

Theorem 3. The solutions of (1) are given by

J   n-l

f(x) = u(x) — lim — 2 (n ~~ k)i(x + kt),
n->«   n k=o
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where u is an arbitrary function (in B) of period t.

Proof. Let/ be a solution, so that

f(x + (j + 1)/) - /(* + jt) = g(x + jt)

for all integers / Sum on j:

f(x+kt)-f(x) = i,g(x+jt).
i-o

Now sum on k and average:

I    n 1   n   k~l

- £/(* + kt) - f(x) =-ZZg(x +jt)
n t=i n k=i y=o

I   n-l

= — TJ(n-k)g(x + kt).
n k=o

Since the left side converges as n—> oo, so does the right side, and

we have
I   n-l

otf(x) — f(x) =   lim — 2 (n — k)s(x + kl)-
,,->«,   n k=o

We shall denote the limit on the right by atg(x). Noting that crtf has

period t, and that the solutions of (1) are determined only to within

the addition of arbitrary functions (in B) of period t, we may suppose

without loss of generality that crtf = 0. Thus/= — atg, and the addi-

tion of an arbitrary u completes the proof. (If t/p is irrational, u is

necessarily constant.)

Remark. Diliberto [3] has shown via a different argument that for

any &GP for which o-tb(x) does not vanish, the function

(2)     /(*) = - —— lim — £ b(x + M) i: g(X+yo
atbyx) »->»   n k=o y—o

is a solution of (1). Setting b(x) = l yields the formula f=—atg

obtained above. It is clear that (2) does not, in general, produce all

solutions of (1), and that different b's may produce identical/'s.

Theorem 4.  A  necessary condition that L is one-to-one is that

^jj_0 log a(x-\-kt) is unbounded. If t/p is irrational, this condition is

also sufficient.

Proof. Suppose that the sum in question is bounded, so that by

Theorem 2 we may write a(x) =b(x+t)/b(x).

The  equation  Lf=0  thus  becomes  b(x)f(x+t)—b(x+t)f(x)=0.
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Since/= 0 is a nontrivial solution, L is not one-to-one.

Now let t/p be irrational. If L is not one-to-one, there exists f9*0

such that f(x-\-t)= a(x)f(x). We show that f(x) cannot vanish. For

any Xo, k,

f(xa + (k + 1)0 = a(xo + kt)f(x0 + kt),

so that, by elimination,

n-l

f(xo + nt) = f(x0) II a(xo + kt)

for all n. If f(x0) =0, it follows that f(x0+nt) =0 for all n. Since the

sequence x0+nt (mod p) is dense in [0, p] and / is continuous, it

follows that/=0, a contradiction. Hence there exists a positive/such

that a(x)=f(x+t)/f(x), and the conclusion now follows from The-

orem 2.

Remark. A sufficient condition in the rational case qt = rp is easily

seen to be that the sum is unbounded on every interval—in other

words, that {x; ]C*-o log a(x+kt)9*0} is dense.

The following is a generalization of Theorems 1 and 3.

Theorem 5. Let X<"-o log a(x-\-kt) be bounded. Then the equation Lf

= g has a solution if and only if XXo exP [at log a(x+ (k + 1)0 ]g(x + kt)

is bounded. The solutions are given by

f(x) = exp[—at log a(x)][u(x) — a,[exp[a, log a(x + 0]g(*)]],

where u is an arbitrary function (in B) of period t.

Proof. By Theorems 1 and 3, we may set

c(x) = exp[at log a(x)]

so that a(x) = c(x)/c(x + 0- The equation Lf = g thus becomes

c(x + t)f(x + 0 — c(x)f(x) = c(x + t)g(x).

It is therefore solvable if and only if y^?_n c(x+(k + l)t)s(x+kt) is

bounded, which is the stated condition. Referring again to Theorem

3, we find that — (\/c(x))at [c(x + t)g(x)] is a solution, to which may

be added an arbitrary solution of Lf = 0. The solutions of the latter

are of the form u(x)/c(x). This concludes the proof.

Remark. The content of Theorem 5 is clarified by noting that the

hypothesis implies the factorization L — QRS, where

Qf(x) = (l/c(x + t))f(x),    Rf(x) = f(x + 0 - f(x),    Sf(x) = c(x)f(x).
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Theorem 6. If L is onto B, it is one-to-one.

Proof. Consider first the rational case qt = rp. If i is onto, there

is an / satisfying f(x-\-t) — a(x)f(x) = 1. Translating by kt, ft = l,

2, • • • , g — 1, we find by elimination that

|l - II a(x + kt)~\f(x) = E   II  a(x + kt),
L k—0 J n-= 0 4—n+1

so that Utlo^fc + ^O^L a" x- Hence, ^jpj log a(x-\-kt) does not

vanish. The remark following Theorem 4 completes the proof in the

rational case.

Now suppose t/p is irrational. If i is not one-to-one, it follows from

Theorem 4 that the hypothesis of Theorem 5 is satisfied, and obvi-

ously the equation i/= 1 has no solution.

Theorem 7. A necessary and sufficient condition that L is regular is

that crt log a(x) does not vanish.

Proof. We dispose first of the rational case qt = rp. If i is regular,

we see, as in the proof of Theorem 6, that T!'~n log a(x-\-kt) does not

vanish. But this is precisely the condition cr( log a(x)^0. The suffi-

ciency of the condition follows in the same way; we obtain the formula

g—l q—\

Y, dx + nt)   II  a(x + kt)
r_,      /     N »-° *="+1L lg(x) =- •

9—1

i-n«(*T kt)

We now establish the sufficiency of the condition in the gen-

eral case. Define operators T and M by Tf(x)=f(x-\-t), Mf(x)

= a(x — t)f(x — t), so that L = T(I— M). It suffices to show that I — M

is regular. We shall, in fact, show that || Mn\\ < 1 for some (positive or

negative) integer n. Henceforth let n be a positive integer, and sup-

pose first that <rt log a(x) <0. Then

n n

M"f(x) = f(x — nt) II a(x — kt),        || Af"|| = max H a(x — kt),
fc«l x       k=i

and

log||Mn|| = max  ^ log a(x — kt).
x        4=1

The hypothesis implies that if n is sufficiently large, then

y."=i log a(x —ft/)<0 for all x, and therefore \\Mn\\ <1 for such n.

Thus I—M is regular.
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Next, suppose that <rt log a(x) >0. Since

M-"f(x) = f{x + nt) \  ft a(x + kt)\    ,

and

||M-"|| =     min  II a(x + kt)\    ,
L       X        A=.0 J

we have that

n-l

log||M-n|| = — min   ^ log a(x + kt).

The hypothesis now implies that 23?Io l°g aix+kt)>0 for all x,

and for n sufficiently large. Hence ||-M"-"|| <1 for such n, and it fol-

lows that M~l — lis regular. Since I — M= M(M~l — I), the sufficiency

is proved.

The necessity of the condition in the irrational case will be estab-

lished by showing that if crt log a(x)=0, there exists a sequence of

singular operators which converges to i in norm. Recall that in this

case ot log a(x) = (l/p)f0v log a(x)dx. We shall need the following re-

mark: If t/p is irrational and g(x) is a trigonometric polynomial (t.p.)

of period p and mean value 0, then there exists a t.p. h(x) of period p

such that h(x-\-t)—h(x)=g(x). The proof is a simple computation.

In fact, if

/ 27riftx\
g(x) =     Lu    ak exp I-J,        dk = a_t>

0<\k\sN \      P      /

then

h(x) =      z~i    -exp(2irikx/p)
o<ifc|SAT exp(27rifti//>) — 1

is the desired t.p.

By the Weierstrass approximation theorem, there exists a sequence

of t.p.'s gn(x) of period p converging uniformly to log a(x). Since, by

hypothesis, f0v log a(x)a"x = 0, we may suppose, modifying the g„ if

necessary, that f0v gn(x)dx = 0. Let hn(x) be a sequence of t.p.'s satisfy-

ing hn(x-\-t) — hn(x) =gn(x). Define the operators

Lnf(x) = fix + t)- exp[gn(x)]/(x),        Rf(x) = f(x + t) - f(x),

Vnf(x) = exp[hn(x + t) ]f(x),        W„f(x) = exp[-h„ix)] fix).
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It is readily verified that Ln = V„RW„. R is obviously singular, whence

Ln is singular. But Ln converges to L in norm. Hence L is singular.

Corollary. If ot log a(x) <0, then

L-'g(x) = g(x - 0 + £ «(* - (n + DO II «(* - (* + DO,
n-l *«1

and if at log a(x)>0, then

l-^x) = - i: [ g(x + m) / n «(*+*ol,
n=0 L /        *=0 J

the series converging absolutely and uniformly.

Proof. We have the expansion L~l = (I- M)~lT~l = X)«"=o MnT~l

in the first case, and

OO

L-i = _ (/ _ M-')-lM~lT-1 = - X) M-»-lT~l

n=0

in the second. Absolute convergence follows from the norm estimate

on Mn(M~n) given in the proof of the theorem. These yield the above

expansions for P_1g(x).
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